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IN#THE#CHANCERY#COURT#OF#WILLIAMSON#COUNTY,#TENNESSEE#
AT#FRANKLIN##

# # # # # # # # #
TRE#HARGETT,#Secretary#of#State#for#the# # )# #
State#of#Tennessee,#and#MARK#GOINS,## # )#
Coordinator#of#Elections#of#the#State#of## # )#
Tennessee,# # # # # # # )#
# # # # # # # # )#
# # # # PLAINTIFFS,# # )#
# # # # # # # # )#
VS.# # # # # # # # )# CASE#NO.#44460#
# # # # # # # # )### #
TRACY#E.#GEORGE,#ELLEN#WRIGHT#CLAYTON,# )# #
DEBORAH#WEBSTERLCLAIR,#KENNETH#T.# # )#
WHALUM,#JR.,#MERYL#RICE,#JAN#LIFF,# # )#
TERESA#M.#HALLORAN,#and#MARY#HOWARD# )#
HAYES,# # # # # # # )#
# # # # # # # # )#
# # # # DEFENDANTS.# # )# #
#
#

MEMORANDUM#AND#ORDER#
#

"
" This" matter" came" before" the" Court" pursuant" to" a" Motion" to" Stay" or," in" the"

Alternative,"to"Dismiss"the"Litigation"filed"by"Defendants,"Tracy"E."George,"Ellen"Wright"

Clayton,"Deborah"WebsterCClair,"Kenneth"T."Whalum,"Jr.,"Meryl"Rice,"Jan"Liff,"Teresa"

M." Halloran," and" Mary" Howard" Hayes" (collectively," “Defendants”)," against" the"

Complaint" filed" by" Plaintiffs," Tre" Hargett," as" Secretary" of" State" of" the" State" of"

Tennessee"(“Mr."Hargett”),"and"Mark"Goins,"as"Coordinator"of"Elections"for"the"State"of"

Tennessee" (“Mr." Goins”)" (collectively," “Plaintiffs”)." The" Court" heard" the" Motion" on"

October"30,"2015"and"took"the"Motion"under"advisement."In"light"of"the"pleadings"and"

the"arguments"presented"at" the"hearing,"as"well"as" the"applicable" legal"standard," the"

Court"has"made"Findings"of"Fact"and"Conclusions"of"Law"as"set"forth"herein.""

""
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PROCEDURAL#HISTORY"

" On"September"1,"2015,"Plaintiffs" filed"their"Complaint" for"Declaratory"Judgment"

(the"“State"Court"Action”)."In"their"Complaint,"Plaintiffs"brought"suit"against"this"certain"

group" of" defendants." Defendants" had" previously" brought" suit" against" Plaintiffs,"

Tennessee"Governor"William"Edward" “Bill”"Haslam,"and"other"officials"of" the"State"of"

Tennessee"in"the"United"States"District"Court"for"the"Middle"District"of"Tennessee"(the"

“Federal"Court"Action”)."See"George'v.'Haslam,"M.D.,"Tenn."Case"No."3:14CCVC02182."

In" the"Federal"Court"Action,"Defendants"alleged,"pursuant" to"Title"42,"Section"1983"of"

the" United" States" Code," their" civil" rights" were" violated" as" a" result" of" the"method" by"

which" Mr." Hargett" and" Mr." Goins" tabulated" votes" for" and" against" the" proposed"

Amendment" 1" in" the" November" 4," 2014" general" election." The" relief" sought" in" the"

Federal"Court"Action"includes," inter'alia,"a"declaration"that"the"passage"of"Amendment"

1" in" the" general" election" is" void." Through" the" State" Court" Action," Plaintiffs" seek" a"

declaratory"judgment"that"the"manner"by"which"they"tabulated"the"votes"is"correct"under"

the"applicable"provisions"of"the"Tennessee"Constitution."

" Proposed" Amendment" 1" appeared" on" the" November" 4," 2014" general" election"

ballot"as"follows:""

Shall"Article"I"of"the"Constitution"of"Tennessee"be"amended"by"adding"the"
following"language"as"a"new,"appropriately"designated"section:""
"
Nothing" in" this" Constitution" secures" or" protects" a" right" or" requires" the"
funding" of" an" abortion." The" people" retain" the" right" through" their" elected"
state" representatives" and" senators" to" enact," amend," or" repeal" statutes"
regarding" abortion," including," but" not" limited" to," circumstances" of"
pregnancy"resulting"from"rape"or"incest"or"when"necessary"to"save"the"life"
of"the"mother."
"
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Plaintiffs" allege" they" counted" the" votes" for" and" against" Amendment" 1" according" to"

Article" XI," Section" 3" of" the" Tennessee" Constitution." Article" XI," Section" 3" states," in"

relevant"part,"as"follows:"

Any"amendment"or"amendments"to"this"Constitution"may"be"proposed"in"
the"Senate"or"House"of"Representatives,"and"if"the"same"shall"be"agreed"
to" by" a"majority" of" all" the"members" elected" to" each" of" the" two" houses,"
such" proposed" amendment" or" amendments" shall" be" entered" on" their"
journals" with" the" yeas" and" nays" thereon," and" referred" to" the" general"
assembly" then" next" to" be" chosenb" and" shall" be" published" six" months"
previous"to"the"time"of"making"such"choiceb"and"if"in"the"general"assembly"
then" next" chosen" as" aforesaid," such" proposed" amendment" or"
amendments"shall"be"agreed"to"by"twoCthirds"of"all" the"members"elected"
to"each"house,"then"it"shall"be"the"duty"of"the"general"assembly"to"submit"
such" proposed" amendment" or" amendments" to" the" people" at" the" next"
general"election" in"which"a"Governor" is" to"be"chosen."And" if" the"people"
shall"approve"and"ratify"such"amendment"or"amendments"by'a'majority'of'
all'the'citizens'of'the'State'voting'for'Governor,'voting'in'their'favor,"such"
amendment" or" amendments" shall" become" a" part" of" this" Constitution."
When" any" amendment" or" amendments" to" the" Constitution" shall" be"
proposed"in"pursuance"of"the"foregoing"provisions"the"same"shall"at"each"
of"said"sessions"be"read"three"times"on"three"several"days"in"each"house."
"

Tenn."Const."art."XI,"§"3" (emphasis"added)."Although" the"emphasized" language"once"

read"“a"majority"of"all"the"citizens"of"the"State,"voting"for"Representatives,"voting"in"their"

favor,”" Tenn."Const." art." XI," §" 3" (1834)," Plaintiffs" argue" this" language" has" long" been"

interpreted" to"mean"that" in"order" for"an"amendment" to"be"ratified," it"must"be"both:" (1)"

approved"by"receiving"votes"equal"to"or"exceeding"a"majority"of"the"total"votes"cast"on"

the"amendment"and"(2)" ratified"by"receiving"votes"equal" to"or"exceeding"a"majority"of"

the" total" votes" cast" in" the" gubernatorial" election," regardless" of"whether" the" vote"was"

cast" by" a" voter" also" voting" for" a" candidate" for" governor." Plaintiffs" allege" the" Federal"

Court"Action"seeks"to"have"determined,"in"order"for"votes"in"favor"of"or"in"opposition"to,"

an"amendment" to"be"counted"toward" the"passage"of" that"amendment," the"votes"must"

come"from"individuals"who"not"only"cast"a"vote"for"or"against"the"amendment"but"who"
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also"cast"a"vote"for"a"candidate"for"governor."Plaintiffs"allege"the"Federal"Court"Action"

seeks" to"have" the" tabulation"of" the"votes"concerning"Amendment"1"voided"because" it"

fails" to" comply" with" the" Tennessee" Constitution." This" failure" to" comply" with" the"

Tennessee" Constitution," Defendants" allege," resulted" in" their" votes" being" diluted" in"

violation"of"their"constitutional"rights."

" Plaintiffs" allege" the" official" results" of" the" November" 4," 2014" general" election"

reflect"a"total"of"1,386,355"votes"cast"on"Amendment"1"and"a"total"of"1,353,728"votes"

were"cast"in"the"gubernatorial"election."Plaintiffs"allege"the"official"results"further"reflect"

729,163"votes"were"cast"in"favor"of"adoption"of"Amendment"1,"whereas"657,192"votes"

were" cast" against" adoption" of" Amendment" 1." Plaintiffs" allege" in" order" to" determine"

whether"Amendment"1"was"adopted"or"rejected"by"voters,"they"compared"the"number"of"

votes" for"and"against"adoption"and"determined"the"votes" for"adoption"accounted"for"a"

majority"of"the"votes"cast"on"Amendment"1."Additionally,"Plaintiffs"allege"they"compared"

the"number"of"votes"cast"in"favor"of"Amendment"1"with"the"number"of"total"votes"cast"in"

the"gubernatorial"election"and"determined" the"number"of"votes"cast"on"Amendment"1"

constituted" a" majority" of" those" cast" in" the" gubernatorial" electionb" therefore," Plaintiffs"

determined" Amendment" 1" had" been" adopted" by" the" voters" of" Tennessee." Plaintiffs"

allege" they,"along"with"Governor"Haslam"and"Attorney"General"Herbert"H."Slatery" III,"

certified" the" results" of" the" election."Subsequently,"Defendants" filed" the"Federal"Court"

Action." As" a" prayer" for" relief" in" the" Federal" Court" Action," Defendants" seek" both" a"

declaration"the"election"results"for"Amendment"1"are"void"and"an"injunction"mandating"

that"Plaintiffs"recount"the"votes"on"Amendment"1"to"correlate"with"the"votes"cast"in"the"

gubernatorial"election."
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" Plaintiffs"allege" they"have"an" interest" in"obtaining"a"declaration" from" this"Court"

regarding"the"proper"interpretation"of"the"Tennessee"Constitution"in"order"to"assure"the"

proper" performance" of" their" official" duties." Plaintiffs" allege" the" Federal" Court" Action"

creates"uncertainty"regarding"the"interpretation"by"Plaintiffs,"and"they"seek"a"declaration"

from"this"Court"to"relieve"them"of"this"uncertainty."Plaintiffs"allege"such"relief"cannot"be"

obtained" in" the" Federal" Court" Action" because" the" federal" court" lacks" the" power" to"

authoritatively" construe" the"Tennessee"Constitutionb" the" federal" court" has" declined" to"

abstain"from"doing"sob"and,"the"federal"court"has"declined"to"certify"this"question"of"law"

to"the"Tennessee"Supreme"Court.""

" Plaintiffs"ultimately"seek"a"declaratory" judgment" that"Article"XI,"Section"3"of" the"

Tennessee"Constitution"requires" in"order" for"an"amendment"proposed"to" the"voters"of"

Tennessee" to" become" a" part" of" the" Tennessee" Constitution," it" must" be" both" (1)"

approved,"by"receiving"votes"equal"to"or"exceeding"a"majority"of"the"total"votes"cast"on"

the"amendment,"and"(2)"ratified,"by"receiving"votes"equal"to"or"exceeding"a"majority"of"

the" total"votes"cast" in" the"gubernatorial"election,"and" that"all"votes"cast" in" favor"of"an"

amendment"count"toward"ratification,"regardless"of"whether"the"vote"was"cast"by"a"voter"

who"also"voted"in"the"gubernatorial"election."

" On"September"30,"2015,"Defendants"filed"a"Motion"to"Stay"or,"in"the"Alternative,"

to"Dismiss"the"State"Court"Action."In"their"Motion,"Defendants"contend"Plaintiffs"filed"the"

State"Court"Action"after"the"District"Court"twice"denied"efforts"to"have"the"Federal"Court"

Action" dismissed" and," instead" of" appealing" the" rulings" to" the" United" States" Court" of"

Appeals" for" the"Sixth"Circuit,"now"seek"an"unprecedented"endCrun"around" the"District"
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Court’s" rulings" in" a" more" favorable" forum." On" October" 26," 2015," Plaintiffs" filed" their"

Memorandum"in"Opposition.""

APPLICABLE#LEGAL#STANDARD"

Rule" 12.02" of" the" Tennessee" Rules" of" Civil" Procedure" provides" that" “[e]very"

defense,"in"law"or"in"fact,"to"a"claim"for"relief"in"any"pleading"."."."shall"be"asserted"in"the"

responsive"pleading"thereto"if"one"is"required”"and"“[n]o"defense"or"objection"is"waived"

by"being"joined"with"one"or"more"other"defenses"or"objections"in"a"responsive"pleading"

or" motion.”" Tenn." R." Civ." P." 12.02." It" further" provides" that" certain" defenses" may" be"

made"by"a"motion"in"writing,"including"failure"to"state"a"claim"upon"which"relief"can"be"

granted."Id."at"12.02(6)"Additionally,"the"Rule"states"that"“[i]f,"on"a"motion"."."."to"dismiss"

for" failure" to" state" a" claim" upon" which" relief" can" be" granted," matters" outside" the"

pleading"are"presented"to"and"not"excluded"by"the"court,"the"motion"shall"be"treated"as"

one"for"summary"judgment.”"Id."at"12.02.1""

To" survive" a" motion" to" dismiss" pursuant" to" Rule" 12.02(6)," a" complaint" “must"

contain"sufficient"factual"allegations"to"articulate"a"claim"for"relief.”"Abshure'v.'Methodist'

Healthcare?Memphis'Hosps.," 325"S.W.3d"98," 103C04" (Tenn." 2010)." In" other"words," a"

complaint"“must"contain"direct"allegations"on"every"material"point"necessary"to"sustain"a"

recovery"on"any"legal"theory.”"Leach'v.'Taylor,"124"S.W.3d"87,"92"(Tenn."2004)."“The"

resolution" of" a" 12.02(6)" motion" to" dismiss" is" determined" by" the" examination" of" the"

pleadings"alone.”"Webb'v.'Nashville'Area'Habitat' for'Humanity,"346"S.W.3d"422,"426"

(Tenn." 2011)."Such"a"motion" “admits" the" truth" of" all" relevant" and"material" averments"

contained" in" the" complaint," but" asserts" that" such" facts" do" not" constitute" a" cause" of"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1"The"Court"does"not"find"it"necessary"to"consider"matters"outside"of"the"pleadings"for"the"purposes"of"
ruling"on"this"Motion"to"Dismiss."Therefore,"the"Court"will"not"treat"this"Motion"as"a"Motion"for"Summary"
Judgment."
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action.”"Stein'v.'Davidson'Hotel'Co.,"945"S.W.2d"714,"716"(Tenn."1997)"(citing"Cook'v.'

Spinnaker's' of' Rivergate,' Inc.," 878" S.W.2d" 934," 938" (Tenn." 1994))." In" considering" a"

motion"to"dismiss,"“courts"should"construe"the"complaint"liberally"in"favor"of"the"plaintiff,"

taking" all" allegations" of" fact" as" true," and" deny" the"motion" unless" it" appears" that" the"

plaintiff"can"prove"no"set"of"facts"in"support"of"her"claim"that"would"entitle"her"to"relief.”"

Id."""

ANALYSIS"

" Defendants" in" this" matter" argue" the" State" Court" Action" should" be" stayed" or,"

alternatively," dismissed" because" it:" (1)" contravenes" Federal" Rule" of" Civil" Procedure"

13(a),"which"governs" compulsory" counterclaimsb" (2)" risks" an" injunction"by" the"District"

Court"under" the"AntiCInjunction"Actb" (3)" violates"established"Tennessee" law"governing"

actions" under" Tennessee’s" Declaratory" Judgment" Actb" (4)" seeks" a" superfluous"

declaration"on"an"issue"already"addressed"by"the"Tennessee"Supreme"Courtb"(5)"asks"

for" an" advisory" opinion" without" raising" a" legallyCcognizable" injuryb" (6)" fails" to" raise" a"

justiciable" issueb" and" (7)" brings" suit" against" Defendants" in" an" improper" venue." The"

Court"will"now"address"the"parties’"arguments"on"these"claims"separately."

1.# Federal#Rule#of#Civil#Procedure#13(a)#

" Federal"Rule"of"Civil"Procedure"13(a)"provides"that"any"claim"that"“arises"out"of"

the"transaction"or"occurrence"that"is"the"subject"matter"of"the"opposing"party’s"claim”"is"

a" compulsory" counterclaim."Fed."R."Civ."P." 13(a)."Rule"13(a)" of" the"Federal"Rules" is"

“closely"akin”"to"Tennessee"Rule"of"Civil"Procedure"13.01,"and"their"purpose"is"similar,"

to"wit:""

" "
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to" avoid" circuity" of" action," multiplicity" of" suits," inconvenience," expense,"
unwarranted" consumption" of" the" court's" time," and" injustice" ." ." ." ." The"
purpose" of" the" compulsory" counterclaim" rule" is" to" insure" that" only" one"
judicial"proceeding"be"required"to"settle"all"those"matters"determinable"by"
the" same" facts" or" law," that" is," to" bring" all" logically" related" claims" into" a"
single"litigation,"thereby"avoiding"multiplicity"of"suits."
"

Quelette'v.'Whittemore,"627"S.W.2d"681,"682"(Tenn."Ct."App."1981)"(internal"citations"

omitted)." A" counterclaim" that" is" compulsory" but" is" not" brought," is," thereafter," barred."

Baker' v.' Gold' Seal' Liquors,' Inc.," 417" U.S." 467," 469" n.1" (1974)." If" a" counterclaim" is"

compulsory," the" federal" court" will" have" ancillary" jurisdiction" over" it" even" though,"

ordinarily,"it"would"be"a"matter"for"a"state"court."Id.""

" Defendants"maintain"Plaintiffs"have"violated"Rule"13,"which"will"nullify"the"State"

Court" Action" once" the" final" judgment" is" rendered" in" the" Federal" Court" Action."

Defendants"assert"that,"until"that"time,"the"Court"should"stay"this"litigation"to"avoid"forum"

shopping."Defendants"further"claim"the"Court"has"broad"discretion"to" issue"a"stay"and"

will" only" be" reversed" for" an" abuse" of" discretion." See,' e.g.,' Rachels' v.' Steele," 633"

S.W.2d" 473," 475" (Tenn." Ct." App." 1981)." Because" this" State" Court" Action" is" a"

compulsory" counterclaim" to" the" Federal" Court" Action," Defendants" contend" the" Court"

should"stay"this"action"pending"resolution"of"the"Federal"Court"Action.""

" First," Plaintiffs" contend" the" federal" law" does" not" govern" the" claims" at" issue"

because"Plaintiffs’"claims"are"not"compulsory"counterclaims,"and"Plaintiffs"contend"the"

Tennessee" Supreme" Court" has" already" addressed" the" issue" before" the" Court." See'

Hubbs' v.' Nichols," 298" S.W.2d" 801" (Tenn." 1956)." In"Hubbs," the" administrators" of" an"

estate"brought"suit"in"federal"court"against"Hubbs,"who"was"a"party"to"the"car"accident"

ending" the" life"of" the"decedentb"and," thereafter,"Hubbs"sued" the"administrators"of" the"

estate"in"state"court."Id."at"802."The"administrators"pleaded"the"defense"of"abatement,"
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and" the"state"court"dismissed"Hubbs’s"action." Id."Upon" review," the"Supreme"Court"of"

Tennessee"determined" that" in"actions"based"on" in'personam" jurisdiction,"such"as" the"

one" before" this" Court," Rule" 13(a)" of" the" Federal" Rules" of" Civil" Procedure" does" not"

require" consolidation" of" the" actions" because" it" did" not" enlarge" the" jurisdiction" of" the"

federal" court" in" such" actions." Id." at" 803." Further," Plaintiffs" argue" the" decision" of" the"

Supreme"Court"of" the"United"States"in"Quinn'v.'Millsap"stands"for"the"proposition"that"

the"existence"of"a"compulsory"counterclaim"under"Rule"13"of"the"Federal"Rules"of"Civil"

Procedure"does"not"preclude"a"state"court" from"hearing"an" independent"action"based"

on"the"same"claim."See'Quinn'v.'Millsap,"491"U.S."95,"104C109"(1989).""

" Second,"Plaintiffs"assert"that"when"a"counterclaim"seeking"declaratory"judgment"

merely"restates"the"issues"as"a"“mirror"image”"to"the"complaint,"the"counterclaim"serves"

no"purpose"and" is" likely" to"be"dismissed."See,'e.g.,'Fed.'Deposit' Ins.'Corp.'v.'Project'

Dev.'Corp.,"819"F.2d"289,"at"*3"(6th"Cir."May"27,"1987)b"see'also"Erickson'v.'Brock'&'

Scott,'PLLC,"No."2:09CCVC02461,"2009"WL"4884424,"at"*2"(W.D."Tenn."Dec."8,"2009)."

Therefore,"Plaintiffs"contend"their"declaratory"action"is"not"a"compulsory"counterclaim.""

" Third,"Plaintiffs"maintain"that"even"if"it"were"in"the"Court’s"discretion"to"stay"these"

proceedings,"no"stay"would"be"warranted"because"Plaintiffs"would"be"unable"to"obtain"

complete" relief" in" the" Federal" Court" Action." Plaintiffs" argue" District" Court" cannot"

authoritatively" interpret" the" Tennessee" Constitution." Plaintiffs" assert" the" Tennessee"

Supreme"Court" is" the" final"arbiter"of" the"Tennessee"Constitution,"see'State'v.'Hayes,"

188"S.W.3d"505,"513"(Tenn."2006),"and"any"decision"by"a"federal"court"on"a"question"of"

Tennessee"constitutional" law"could"be"superseded"by"a" later"ruling"from"a"Tennessee"

court."See'Entman'v.'City'of'Memphis,"341"F."Supp."2d"997,"998"(W.D."Tenn."2004)."
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Therefore,"Plaintiffs"argue"this"Court"must"maintain"jurisdiction"because"it"is"the"proper"

venue"for"the"declaration"requested."

" The" Court" does" not" find" Defendants’" arguments" convincing." Construing" the"

Complaint" liberally" in"favor"of"Plaintiffs"and"taking"all"allegations"as"true,"the"Court"will"

not" stay" or" dismiss" the" State" Court" Action" on" the" grounds" that" Federal" Rule" of" Civil"

Procedure" 13" requires" this" action" to" be" dismissed" and" the" matter" be" pleaded" as" a"

compulsory"counterclaim"in"the"Federal"Court"Action."The"allegations"before"this"Court"

present"issues"that"would"be"a"“mirror"image”"of"those"in"the"Federal"Court"Action,"and"

they" would" not" stand" as" a" valid" counterclaim." Because" the" Federal" Court" Action"

involves" allegations" by" Defendants" that" their" civil" rights" were" violated," whereas" the"

State"Court"Action"requests"a"declaration"by"this"Court"that"Plaintiffs"acted"according"to"

the"Tennessee"Constitution,"the"actions"will"be"adjudicated"according"to"different" legal"

standards." Indeed," as" the"District"Court" has"explained," even" if" it" determines"Plaintiffs"

interpreted" the"Tennessee"Constitution"correctly," there"may"still"be"a"valid"question"of"

whether"Plaintiffs"violated"Defendants’"civil" rights."George'v.'Haslam,"No."3:14C02182,"

2015"WL"4041992"(M.D."Tenn."July"1,"2015)."Accordingly,"this"Court"finds"that"a"stay"or"

dismissal"is"not"warranted"in"light"of"Federal"Rule"of"Civil"Procedure"13(a)."

2.# AntiLInjunction#Act#

" Defendants" argue" the" Federal" AntiCInjunction" Act" authorizes" a" federal" district"

court"to"enjoin"a"state"proceeding"“where"necessary"in"aid"of"its"jurisdiction,"or"to"protect"

or"effectuate"its"judgments.”"28"U.S.C."§"2283"(2015).""

" Defendants" assert" that" because" the" District" Court" has" already" pronounced" a"

judgment"on"the"issues"of"abstention"and"certification,"the"State"Court"Action"disregards"
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the" authority" and" jurisdiction" of" the" District" Court" and" this" Court" should" stay" the"

proceedings" in" order" to" obviate" any" need" for" the" District" Court" to" enjoin" these"

proceedings."

" First," Plaintiffs" argue" the" AntiCInjunction" Act" actually" serves" to" prohibit" federal"

courts" from"enjoining"state"court"actions" “except"as"expressly"authorized"by"an"Act"of"

Congress," or" where" necessary" in" aid" of" its" jurisdiction," or" to" protect" or" effectuate" its"

judgments."See'id.b"see'also,"In're'Life'Investors'Ins.'Co.'of'Am.,"589"F.3d"319,"329"(6th"

Cir."2009)."Plaintiffs"argue"the"AntiCInjunction"Act"serves"to"limit"federal"courts’"authority"

with"respect"to"avoiding"multiplicity"of"actions"under"Federal"Rule"of"Civil"Procedure"13."

See," 6" Charles" Alan"Wright," et" al.," Federal" Practice" and" Procedure" §" 1418" (3d" Ed."

1998)."

" Second,"Plaintiffs"claim"none"of"the"exceptions"to"the"AntiCInjunction"Act"apply"to"

the"State"Court"Action."Plaintiffs"state"no"act"of"Congress"expressly"authorizes"a"federal"

court" to"enjoin"a"parallel"state"court"action."Plaintiffs" reason"that" “in"aid"of" jurisdiction”"

ordinarily"applies"only"when"a"parallel" state"court"action" threatens"a" federal"court’s" in'

rem" or" quasi' in' rem" jurisdiction" and" that" it" does" not" apply" when" the" federal" court’s"

jurisdiction"is"in'personam"only."See,'Life'Investors'Ins.'Co.'of'Am.,"589"F.3d"at"330.""

Third,"Plaintiffs"contend"an"injunction"could"not"possibly"be"necessary"to"protect"

a"judgment"in"the"Federal"Court"Action"because"no"judgment"has"yet"been"entered,"and"

the"Order"disposing"of"Plaintiffs’"Motion"to"Dismiss"is"not"affected"by"this"Order"because"

they"entertain"separate"questions"and"analyze"the"Motions"under"different"standards"of"

review."
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" The"District"Court"has"pronounced"judgment"on"Plaintiffs’"Motion"to"Dismiss"the"

Federal"Court"Action" on" the" issues" of" abstention" and" certification."With" regard" to" the"

question" of" abstention," the" District" Court" found" Defendants" had" stated" a" claim" upon"

which"relief"could"be"granted"on"the"issue"of"abstention"in"that"an"order"by"a"state"court"

would" not" render" moot" the" federal" litigation" because" it" concerns" allegations" that"

Plaintiffs"violated" their" rights"of"due"process"and"equal"protection."George'v.'Haslam,"

2015"WL"4041992,"at"*11."Additionally,"the"District"Court"found"that"the"presentment"of"

a"certified"question"of"law"to"the"Tennessee"Supreme"Court"would"not"be"determinative"

of" the" Federal" Court" Action" because" of" the" allegations" of" violations" of" Defendants’"

federal"due"process"rights"and"equal"protection"rights."Id."at"*12.""

" Defendants’"arguments"do"not"convince" this"Court" the"State"Court"Action"must"

be" stayed" or" dismissed" on" the" basis" of" the" Federal" AntiCInjunction" Act." If" this" Court"

chooses"not"to"stay"or"dismiss"the"State"Court"Action,"the"District"Court"may"choose"to"

either"invoke"the"Act"or"to"not"invoke"the"Act."The"District"Court"has"made"clear"that"a"

decision" in" the" State" Court" Action" would" not" render" the" Federal" Court" Action" moot"

because"it"primarily"concerns"allegations"Plaintiffs"violated"Defendants’"rights"protected"

by" the" Constitution" of" the" United" States." The" federal" court" action" is" not" an" effort" to"

vindicate"Defendants’"rights"protected"by"Tennessee"law.2"A"declaratory"judgment"on"a"

question" of" Tennessee" law" in" this" action" would" not" affect" the" District" Court’s"

consideration" of" the" Federal" Court" Action," threaten" its" jurisdiction" over" the" claims"

brought" in" the"Federal"Court"Action," or" prohibit" the"effectuation"of" the"District"Court’s"

judgments." Indeed,"no" judgment"has"been"entered" in" the"Federal"Court"Action,"and" if"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2"If"it"were"not"so,"Defendants"would"have"forced"the"prospect"of"having"their"federal"court"action"
dismissed"for"want"of"subject"matter"jurisdiction."
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the" language" could" be" extended" to" include"Orders" on"Motions," this" Order" would" not"

determine"the"outcome"of"the"Federal"Court"Action."

" Accordingly," the" Court" does" not" find" Defendants’" arguments" convincing."

Construing"the"Complaint"liberally"in"favor"of"Plaintiffs"and"taking"all"allegations"as"true,"

the"Court"cannot"stay"or"dismiss"the"State"Court"Action"on"the"grounds"of"the"Federal"

AntiCInjunction"Act.""

3.# Tennessee’s#Declaratory#Judgment#Act#

" Defendants" maintain" a" stay" does" not" prejudice" Plaintiffs" because" declaratory"

judgment"is"not"available"as"a"matter"of"law"in"light"of"the"pending"Federal"Court"Action."

The"Tennessee"Declaratory"Judgment"Act,"see"Tenn."Code"Ann."§§"29C14C101,"et'seq.,"

provides"in"relevant"part"as"follows:"

(a)"Courts"of"record"within"their"respective"jurisdictions"have"the"power"to"declare"
rights,"status,"and"other"legal"relations"whether"or"not"further"relief"is"or"could"
be"claimed."
"

(b)"No" action" or" proceeding" shall" be" open" to" objection" on" the" ground" that" a"
declaratory"judgment"or"decree"is"prayed"for."
"

(c)"The"declaration"may"be"either"affirmatively"or"negative"in"form"and"effectb"and"
such"declaration"shall"have"the"force"and"effect"of"a"final"judgment"or"decree."
"

Tenn."Code"Ann."§"29C14C102"(2015)."

" “Any" person"…"whose" rights," status," or" other" legal" relations" are" affected" by" a"

statute,"…or" franchise,"may" have" determined" any" question" of" construction" or" validity"

arising"under"the"statute"or"franchise"and"obtain"a"declaration"of"rights,"status"or"other"

legal" relations" thereunder.”" Tenn." Code" Ann." §" 29C14C103" (2015)." “When" declaratory"

relief"is"sought,"all"persons"shall"be"made"parties"who"have"or"claim"any"interest"which"

would" be" affected" by" the" declaration," and" no" declaration" shall" prejudice" the" rights" of"
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persons" not" parties" to" the" proceedings.”" Tenn." Code" Ann." §" 29C14C107(a)"

(2015).Defendants" reason" this" Act" cannot" apply" to" the" State" Court" Action" for" four"

reasons:"

" First," Defendants" contend" the" Tennessee" Supreme" Court" has" commanded" a"

declaratory" judgment"action"should"not"be"entertained"when"another"action" is"already"

pending"between"the"same"parties"in"which"all"issues"could"be"determined."“When"."."."

another"action"between" the" same"parties," in"which"all" issues" could"be"determined," is"

actually" pending" at" the" time" of" the" commencement" of" an" action" for" a" declaratory"

judgment,"the"court"abuses"its"discretion"when"it"entertains"jurisdiction.”"City'of'Johnson'

City' v.' Caplan," 253" S.W.2d" 725," 726" (Tenn." 1952)b" see' also" Tillman' v.' City' of'

Germantown,"601"S.W.2d"35,"37"(Tenn."Ct."App."1980)."Defendants"maintain"because"

the"issue"of"the"interpretation"of"Article"XI,"Section"3"can"be"adjudicated"in"the"Federal"

Court"Action,"this"Court"cannot"allow"Plaintiffs"to"maintain"a"declaratory"judgment"action"

against"Defendants."

" Second,"Defendants"reason" the"State"Court"Action" is"an"affront" to" the"principle"

that"the"Court"which"first"acquires"the"matter"takes"the"exclusive"jurisdiction"to"end"the"

matter."See'Wilson' v.'Grantham," 739"S.W.2d" 776," 777" (Tenn."Ct." App." 1986)" (citing"

Robinson'v.'Easter,"344"S.W.2d"365,"366"(1961))."Because"the"District"Court"obtained"

jurisdiction"first,"Defendants"argue,"this"Court"cannot"now"acquire"jurisdiction."

" Third,"Defendants"state" the"Tennessee"Supreme"Court"has" ruled"a"declaratory"

judgment"action"is"improper"if"it"is"being"brought"merely"to"create"or"strengthen"issues"

in" another" lawsuit." See' Nicholson' v.' Cummings," 217" S.W.2d" 942" (Tenn." 1949)."

Defendants"contend"the"Supreme"Court"has"also"ruled"a"court"should"not"declare"rights"
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and" obligations" when" such" a" declaration" is" merely" being" used" in" another" pending"

proceeding."See'Burkett'v.'Ashley,"535"S.W.2d"332"(Tenn."1976)."Defendants"maintain"

the" Complaint" makes" plain" their" intention" to" use" the" declaration" sought" in" the" State"

Court"Action"as"fodder"in"the"Federal"Court"Action,"which"is"an"impermissible"purpose"

and"will"not"dispose"of"the"issue"in"the"Federal"Court"Action."

" Fourth,"Defendants"assert"the"State"Court"Action"cannot"be"maintained"because"

it"does"not"state"a"justiciable"controversy"between"the"parties,"see'e.g.,'Hester'v.'Music'

Village'U.S.A.,'Inc.,"692"S.W.2d"426"(Tenn."Ct."App."1985),"but"instead"seeks"to"have"

an" advisory" opinion" rendered" by" the" Court."See'Goetz' v.' Smith," 728" S.W." 417," 418"

(Tenn." 1925)b"Third'Nat’l' Bank' v.' Carver," 218" S.W.2d" 66," 69" (Tenn." Ct." App." 1948)."

Defendants"claim"Plaintiffs"must"present"a"real"question,"not"hypothetical"or"theoretical,"

and" assert" a" real," legallyCprotectable" interest" on" their" own" behalf" that" meets" the"

standards" of" standing," ripeness," mootness," and" politicalCquestion" justiciability." See'

Colonial'Pipeline'Co.'v.'Morgan,"263"S.W.3d"827,"838"(Tenn."2008).""

" First," Plaintiffs" argue"Caplan" does" not" require" dismissal" because" the" facts" of"

Caplan" involve"a"case"already"pending"in"state"court,"which"is"not"the"case"here."See'

Caplan,"253"S.W.2d"at"725."Plaintiffs"contend"because"the"Federal"Court"Action"centers"

on"Defendants’" claims" of" civil" rights" violations," the"District" Court"may" refuse" to" even"

address"the"issue"inquiring"interpretation"of"the"Tennessee"Constitution.3"

" Second,"Plaintiffs"assert" the" issue"of"abatement" is" irrelevant"because" the"State"

Court"Action" is" not" affected" by" the" filing" of" the"Federal"Court"Action." The" doctrine" of"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3"It"is"worth"observing"that"a"federal"court’s"decision"on"a"matter"of"state"law"is"not"controlling"on"a"state"
court,"while"an"authoritative"interpretation"of"state"law"by"the"appellate"courts"of"a"state"is"controlling"
precedent"that"federal"courts"are"bound"to"follow.!See'Travelers'Indem.'Co.'v.'Indus.'Paper'&'Packaging'
Corp.,"No."CIV.A."3:02CCVC491,"2006"WL"2050686,"at"*7"(E.D."Tenn."July"19,"2006)"(citing"Townes'v.'
Sunbeam'Oster'Co.,'Inc.,"50"S.W.3d"446,"452"(Tenn."Ct."App."2001)).#
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abatement,"Plaintiffs"reason,"does"not"apply"when"the"matters"are"filed"in"the"different"

jurisdictions." See' Cockburn' v.' Howard' Johnson,' Inc.," 385" S.W.2d" 101," 102" (Tenn."

1964)." The" Cockburn" Court," Plaintiffs" claim," explained" the" abatement" doctrine" as"

follows:"“[t]he"essentials"of"such"a"plea"are"that"the"two"suits"must"involve"the"identical"

subject"matter"and"be"between"the"same"parties"and"the"former"suit"must"be"pending"in"

a"court"of"this"state"having"jurisdiction"of"the"subject"matter"and"the"parties.”"Id."(internal"

quotation"marks"omitted)."Plaintiffs"state"the"Cockburn"Court"determined"that"“a"court"of"

this" state”" does" not" include" federal" courts" because" the" two" systems" “exists"

jurisprudentially"on"separate"planes"and"derive"their"power"from"different"sovereignties.”"

Id."Therefore,"Plaintiffs"claim,"abatement"is"not"applicable"when"similar"cases"are"filed"

separately"in"state"court"and"federal"court."

" Third," Plaintiffs" maintain" the" declaratory" judgment" sought" in" the" State" Court"

Action" is" not" intended" to" create" or" strengthen" issues" in" the" Federal" Court" Action"

because" Plaintiffs" have" a" real" and" present" interest" in" obtaining" an" authoritative"

interpretation" of" the" Tennessee" Constitution" in" order" to" perform" their" future" duties."

Therefore,"Plaintiffs"claim"the"State"Court"Action"presents"both"a"justiciable"controversy"

and"a"valid"claim"for"declaratory"judgment."

" The"Court"finds"Caplan"and"Cockburn"do"not"require"dismissal"of"the"State"Court"

Action"because"the"two"actions"involve"separate"claims,"separate"questions"of"law,"and,"

to" paraphrase"Cockburn," separate" jurisprudential" planes" and" sources" of" authority." Id."

The" Court" does" not" find" the" State" Court" Action" merely" seeks" an" advisory" opinion."

Whether"the"relief"sought"is"proper"or"possesses"true"merit,"however,"will"be"addressed"

later"in"this"Order."
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" Accordingly," this" Court" does" not" find" Defendants’" arguments" convincing."

Construing"the"Complaint"liberally"in"favor"of"Plaintiffs"and"taking"all"allegations"as"true,"

this"Court"cannot"stay"or"dismiss"the"State"Court"Action"on"the"grounds"that"it"violates"

the"Tennessee"Declaratory"Judgment"Act."

4.# Preceding#Decision#by#the#Tennessee#Supreme#Court#

" Defendants" reason" the"State"Court"Action" is" neither" appropriate"nor"warranted"

because"there"is"nothing"to"declare"beyond"the"fact"the"Tennessee"Constitution"speaks"

for" itself." Defendants" claim" the" question" of" how" the" Tennessee" Constitution" is" to" be"

amended"was"addressed"in"Snow'v.'City'of'Memphis,"527"S.W.2d"55"(Tenn."1975)" in"

which" the"court"noted,"under" the"old" language"requiring" the"same"method"of"passage"

per"a"percentage"of"votes"for"representatives,"the"“obstacle"of"obtaining"voter"ratification"

of"a"majority"of" those"voting"for"representatives.”" Id."Accordingly,"Defendants"claim"no"

declaration" is" required" or" appropriate" because" the" Tennessee" Supreme" Court" has"

already" determined" that" ratification" requires" a" majority" of" those" voting" in" the"

gubernatorial"election"to"vote"in"favor"of"the"proposed"amendment."

" Plaintiffs"contend"Snow"actually"addressed"whether"the"constitutional"convention"

of"1971"exceeded"the"limitation"of"its"call."The"question"presented"in"Snow"related"only"

to"the"second"prong"of"Article"XI,"Section"3,"which"is"the"legislative"option"not"before"the"

Court." Id."at"61."Plaintiffs" reason"although" the"Supreme"Court"elaborated"on" the"prior"

difficulties" of" amending" the" Constitution," its" language" concerning" the" previous"

interpretation"of"Article"XI,"Section"3"is"dicta"that"does"not"address,"much"less"resolve,"

the"issue"at"hand."
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" The"Court"must"note" that" the"amendment" requirements" in"Article"XI,"Section"3"

have"changed"since"Snow"was"decided."At" the"most," the"decision"by" the"Tennessee"

Supreme"Court"in"Snow"is"precedent"that"will"control"this"Court’s"final"judgmentb"at"the"

least,"the"language"in"Snow"is"dicta"that"will"guide"this"Court’s"decision"but"not"control"it."

Even"if"Snow"ultimately"determines"the"outcome"of"the"State"Court"Action,"the"question"

of" its" interpretation" is"not" the"primary" issue"before" the"Court" today." Instead," the"Court"

has"been"asked" to"determine"whether"Plaintiffs"have"stated"a"claim"upon"which" relief"

can"be"granted."Because"of"the"differences"in"the"language"of"Article"XI,"Section"3"as"

well"as" the"differences" in" the" issues"actually"before" the"Tennessee"Supreme"Court" in"

Snow" and" the" State" Court" Action," the" Court" does" not" find" Defendants’" arguments"

convincing." Construing" the" Complaint" liberally" in" favor" of" Plaintiffs," and" taking" all"

allegations"as"true,"the"Court"cannot"stay"or"dismiss"the"State"Court"Action"on"the"basis"

of"the"Snow"decision.""

5.# LegallyLCognizable#Injury#

# Defendants" contend" even" if" the" Tennessee" Supreme" Court" were" to" overturn"

Snow," the" result" would" not" afford" Plaintiffs" any" relief" in" the" Federal" Court" Action"

because" Defendants’" claims" therein" do" not" derive" solely" from" Plaintiffs’" alleged"

misapplication" of" Article" XI," Section" 3." Instead," Defendants" argue" their" claims" in" the"

Federal"Court"Action"derive"from"their"due"process"and"equal"protection"rights"under"the"

United" States" Constitution" which" they" claim" were" violated" by" a" fundamentally" unfair"

voting" scheme" and" by" disenfranchisement" through" vote" dilution." Even" if" this" Court"

declared"the"actions"by"Plaintiffs"to"be"valid,"Defendants"maintain"that"would"not"affect"
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their" Federal" Court" Action." Therefore," Defendants" assert" Plaintiffs" cannot" obtain" any"

relief"from"this"Court"and"the"State"Court"Action"should"be"dismissed."#

" "The" Plaintiffs" argue" Defendants" misunderstand" the" nature" of" the" declaratory"

judgment"action,"and" they"seek"a" judgment" from"the"Court"declaring"what" their"duties"

are"under"the"Tennessee"Constitution,"not"a"judgment"that"would"serve"only"to"limit"the"

Federal" Court" Action." The" Court" does" not" find" Defendants’" arguments" convincing."

Construing"the"Complaint"liberally"in"favor"of"Plaintiffs"and"taking"all"allegations"as"true,"

the"Court"does"not"find"that"Plaintiffs"have"filed"the"State"Court"Action"solely"to"support"

their" argument" in" the" Federal" Court" Action." Accordingly," the" Court" cannot" stay" or"

dismiss"the"State"Court"Action"on"these"grounds."

6.# The#Justiciability#of#the#Issue#

" Defendants"state"a"plaintiff"seeking"declaratory"judgment"must"assert"a"real"and"

legallyCprotectable" interest" on" his" or" her" own" behalf," see,' e.g.,' State' v.' Brown' &'

Williamson' Tobacco' Corp.," 18" S.W.3d" 186," 193" (Tenn." 2000)," and" Plaintiffs" in" this"

matter" are" merely" seeking" an" advisory" opinion," which" is" not" a" legallyCcognizable,"

protectable"interest."In're'Amadi'A.,"No."W2014C01281CCOCARC3JV,"2015"WL"1956247,"

at"*9"(Tenn."Ct."App."Apr."24,"2015)"(quoting"Parks'v.'Alexander,"608"S.W.2d"881,"892"

(Tenn."Ct."App."1980))."Defendants"claim"Plaintiffs"are"under"no"concrete"duty"to"act"in"

the"futureb"they"have"already"interpreted"the"Tennessee"Constitution"in"order"to"certify"

the" election" resultsb" and," the" November" 2018" election" poses" only" an" attenuated,"

potential"concern."Therefore,"the"Defendants"assert"there"is"no"injury"to"Plaintiffs"based"

upon"which"declaratory" judgment"could"provide"any"relief."See'Burkett,"535"S.W.2d"at"

334.""
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" Defendants"also"claim"they"are"not"the"proper"parties"to"serve"as"defendants"to"

this" lawsuitb" there" are" no" proper" defendantsb" and," the" claims" by" Plaintiffs" are"

misdirected"and"serve"only"to"influence"the"outcome"of"the"Federal"Court"Action."As"an"

example" of" this" theory," Defendants" argued" at" the" hearing" of" this" Motion" that" if" they"

failed"to"answer"or"otherwise"defend"the"State"Court"Action"and"Plaintiffs"were"granted"

a"default" judgment,"no"party"would"benefit"from"the"judgment"because"no"action"could"

be"taken"against"Defendants"or"their"property"pursuant"to"the"judgment."

" As"stated"above,"the"Tennessee"Declaratory"Judgment"Act,"see"Tenn."Code"Ann."

§§"29C14C101,"et'seq.,"provides"in"relevant"part"as"follows:"

(d)"Courts"of"record"within"their"respective"jurisdictions"have"the"power"to"declare"
rights,"status,"and"other"legal"relations"whether"or"not"further"relief"is"or"could"
be"claimed."
"

(e)"No" action" or" proceeding" shall" be" open" to" objection" on" the" ground" that" a"
declaratory"judgment"or"decree"is"prayed"for."
"

(f)" The"declaration"may"be"either"affirmatively"or"negative"in"form"and"effectb"and"
such"declaration"shall"have"the"force"and"effect"of"a"final"judgment"or"decree."
"

Tenn."Code"Ann."§"29C14C102"(2015)."

" “Any" person"…"whose" rights," status," or" other" legal" relations" are" affected" by" a"

statute,"…or" franchise,"may" have" determined" any" question" of" construction" or" validity"

arising"under"the"statute"or"franchise"and"obtain"a"declaration"of"rights,"status"or"other"

legal" relations" thereunder.”" Tenn." Code" Ann." §" 29C14C103" (2015)." “When" declaratory"

relief"is"sought,"all"persons"shall"be"made"parties"who"have"or"claim"any"interest"which"

would" be" affected" by" the" declaration," and" no" declaration" shall" prejudice" the" rights" of"

persons"not"parties"to"the"proceedings.”"Tenn."Code"Ann."§"29C14C107(a)"(2015)."
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" The" Court" believes" these" Defendants" are" persons" fitting" the" description" of"

necessary"parties"set"out"in"Section"107(a)."Each"of"them"claims"that"the"Plaintiffs"have"

incorrectly" and" improperly" counted" the" votes" cast" in" the" November" 4," 2014," general"

election."Defendants"devote"several"pages"of"their"motion"detailing"what"they"consider"

to"be" the" favorable" litigation"posture" they"have"so" far"managed" to"obtain" in"what" they"

refer"to"as"the"“Civil"Rights"Litigation.”"Each"of"them"claims"that"they"would"be"affected"

by" the"declaration"sought" in" the"present"case."The"thrust"of"all" their"arguments" in" this"

Motion" To" Dismiss" is" how" they" will" be" prejudiced" in" federal" court" if" the" Tennessee"

Secretary"of"State"and"the"State"Coordinator"of"Elections"obtain"a"declaration"from"the"

Tennessee"courts"on"how"they"are"to"go"about"their"statutory"and"constitutional"duties"

of" administering" elections" that" involve" ratification" referenda" for" amendments" to" the"

Tennessee"Constitution." "

" Simply" stated," it" appears" Defendants" claim" that," instead" of" ratification" by" “the"

People”" in" a" number" sufficient" to" constitute" a" majority" of" the" total" votes" cast" in" the"

election"for"Governor,"Article"XI,"Section"3"actually"should"be"understood"to"provide"that"

only"those"voters"who"choose"to"also"participate" in"the"election"for"Governor"have"the"

right" to" vote" on" constitutional" amendments." Disenfranchising" qualified" voters" who"

otherwise"want"to"support"or"oppose"amendments"to"the"State"Constitution,"unless"they"

are" forced"to"also"vote" in" the"Governor’s"race,"whether"or"not" they"support"any"of" the"

gubernatorial"candidates,"is"what"Defendants"characterize"as"their"“civil"right.”""

" Plaintiffs"contend"that"Article"XI,"Section"3"is"not"a"franchise"access"requirement"

but"is"instead"a"statement"of"the"formula"for"determining"the"outcome"of"an"amendment"

referendum."Plaintiffs"claim"Article"XI,"Section"3"requires"them"to"tabulate"the"total"votes"
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cast"in"the"referendum"for"Amendment"1,"compare"the"tally"to"the"total"number"of"votes"

cast" in" the"race"for"Governor,"and"to"certify" the"results"of" the"referendum"based"upon"

whether" the" proposed" amendment" is" agreed" to" by" a" number" of" voters" that" is" (i)" a"

majority"of" the"votes"cast" in"the"referendum"and"(ii)"a"majority"of" the"votes"cast" in"the"

race"for"Governor."

" This"is"a"genuine"dispute"between"the"partiesb"nevertheless,"Defendants"contest"

the"genuineness"of"the"present"dispute."Defendants"support"their"justiciability"argument"

with"three"points:"(i)"the"issue"has"already"been"addressed"by"the"Tennessee"Supreme"

Courtb"(ii)"even"if"Plaintiffs"prevail"in"this"case"that"“will"not"and"cannot"be"dispositive"of"

the" [Defendants’]" claims”" in" their" federal" court" actionb" and" (iii)" the" present" case" is"

nothing"more"than"a"request"for"an"advisory"opinion."Defendants’"first"justiciability"point"

has" been" addressed" infra' in" this" memorandum." With" respect" to" the" second" point,"

Defendants"are"arguing"the"opposite"proposition"than"the"one"they"advanced"when"they"

were" relying" on"Rule" 13(a)" of" the" Federal" Rules" of" Civil" Procedure," and" the" Federal"

AntiCInjunction" Act." Alternative" pleading" and" argumentation" is" a" respectable" practice,"

and"it"is"certainly"true"that"one"or"the"other"of"Defendants’"views"of"the"effect"in"federal"

court"of"a"decision"on"the"merits"of"this"case"will"come"to"pass."That"day,"however,"has"

not"yet"arrived.""

" Whether" the" present" action" seeks" an" advisory" opinion" is" a" closer" question." In"

Tennessee,"plaintiffs"may"resort"to"declaratory"relief"to"determine"the"proper"course"of"

future" conduct." In" the" commercial" context," for" example," declaratory" relief" is" available"

even"before"a"breach"of"contract"has"occurred."Tenn."Code"Ann."§"29C14C104"(2015).4"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4"That"statute"provides:"“A"contract"may"be"construed"either"before"or"after"there"has"been"a"breach"
thereof.”"Tenn."Code"Ann."§"29C14C104"(2015)."
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In"the"public"policy"arena,"it"is"reasonable"for"state"officials"to"anticipate"the"losing"side"

seeking"to"undo"in"court"what"their"fellow"citizens"have"done"at"the"ballot"box."Providing"

the"state"officials"responsible"for"the"conduct"of"elections"with"authoritative"interpretation"

of"their"legal"duties"under"State"law"is"not,"in"this"context,"a"hollow"exercise."Defendants"

cite"Oldham'v.'Am.'Civil'Liberties'Union'Found.'Of'Tenn.,'Inc.'910"S.W.2d"431"(Tenn."

Ct."App."1995)"for"the"contrary"proposition."Defendants’"reliance"on"Oldham,"however,"

is"misplaced.""

" In" Oldham," the" principal" of" Westmoreland" High" School" sought" declaratory"

judgment" that" a" statute" allowing" prayer" at" commencement" ceremonies" was"

constitutional"and"that"students"were"allowed"to" initiate"voluntary"prayers."Mr."Oldham"

sought" this" relief" in" response" to" letters" circulated"by" the"ACLU"stating" the"statue"and"

any" prayer" were" both" unconstitutional." Mr." Oldham" insisted" that" his" “position" of"

responsibility"over"commencement"exercises"at"Westmoreland"High"School”"combined"

with" the" differences" he" held" with" the" ACLU" regarding" prayer" in" school" satisfied" the"

requirements"for"declaratory"relief."The"Court"of"Appeals"disagreed,"however,"and"held"

his"interest"in"the"issue"to"be"“merely"theoretical”"because"he"“had"not"been"vested"with"

any"rights"or"saddled"with"any"obligations"arising"from"the"statute”"at"issue."Id.'at"434C

435."

" In" this" case," the" opposite" obtains." Secretary" Hargett" and" Mr." Goins" have" no"

option"to"abstain"from"conducting"elections,"tallying"the"votes"and"certifying"the"results."

They"are"not" like"a"high"school"principal"who"can"choose" to"allow"voluntary"prayer"at"

commencement"exercises,"or"not."They"are"required"to"act."The"orderly"conduct"of"self"

government"by"the"people"of"Tennessee"depends"upon"these"public"officials"performing"
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their"official"duties" in" the"manner" required"by" the"Tennessee"Constitution." Interpreting"

the" law" is" as"much" a" judicial" function" as" applying" it." How"Secretary"Hargett" and"Mr."

Goins" currently" understand" and" perform" those" duties" in" the" context" of" constitutional"

amendment" referenda" is" starkly" at" odds" with" the" manner" insisted" upon" by" the"

Defendants."

" This" case" is" indistinguishable" from" the"case"of"Buntin' v.'Crowder,'118"S.W.2d"

221" (Tenn." 1938)." In" Buntin," the" Tennessee" Game" and" Fish" Director" brought" a"

declaratory" judgment" action" against" certain" fur" dealers" doing" business" in" Lincoln"

County," Tennessee." The"Director" sought" to" have" the" court" declare" unconstitutional" a"

statute"duly"passed"by" the"General"Assembly" that" relieved"Mr."Crowder"and"others"of"

the" obligation" to" obtain" certain" licenses" to" buy" and" sell" furs" of" wild" animals." The"

Tennessee" Supreme"Court’s" disposition" of" the" justiciability" issue" is" a" good"model" of"

judicial" brevity:" “The" complainant" is" interested" in" having" the" Act" stricken" down," the"

defendants"are" interested" in"having" it" upheld."The"parties"are," therefore," entitled" to"a"

ruling"under"the"declaratory"judgments"statute.”"Id.""

" To" paraphrase" the" Buntin" Court" to" fit" the" context" of" the" present" case:" The"

Plaintiffs" are" interested" in" construing" Article" XI," Section" 3" in" the" manner" they" have"

customarily" applied" it," the" Defendants" are" interested" in" making" the" Plaintiffs" apply"

Article"XI,"Section"3"in"the"manner"they"prefer.""

" The" parties" are," therefore" entitled" to" a" ruling" under" the" declaratory" judgments"

statute."Accordingly,"the"Court"finds"Plaintiffs"have"stated"a"claim"upon"which"relief"can"

be"granted"because"they"have"a"real"interest"in"the"outcome"of"the"State"Court"Action"
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and"that"a"justiciable"controversy"exists"between"Plaintiffs"and"Defendants"in"the"State"

Court"Action."

7.# Improper#Venue#

Finally,"the"Defendants"contend"even"if"the"Federal"Court"Action"and"Tennessee"

law" did" not" prohibit" Plaintiffs" from" bring" the" State" Court" Action," the" venue" would" be"

improper"in"Williamson"County."Defendants"assert"Tennessee"Code"Annotated"§"20C4C

101(b)" provides" that" parties" residing" in" the" same" county" in" the" state" shall" bring" the"

action" either" in" the" county" where" the" incident" occurred" or" in" the" county" of" their"

residence." Tenn." Code" Ann." §" 20C4C101(b)" (2015)." Defendants" claim" Plaintiffs" and" a"

plurality"of"Defendants" live" in"Davidson"County,"Tennesseeb" the"Federal"Court"Action"

was"brought"in"Davidson"Countyb"and"that"the"election"results"were"certified"in"Davidson"

County." Defendants" assert" it" is" not" necessary" for" Plaintiffs" and" all" of" Defendants" to"

reside"in"Davidson"Countyb"instead,"Defendants"urge"the"Court"to"adopt"the"rationale"of"

Pack' v.' Ross," 288" S.W.3d" 870" (2008)" in" which" the" Tennessee" Court" Appeals"

determined"the"venue"was"localized"in"the"county"in"which"both"the"plaintiffs"and"some,"

but"not"all,"of"the"defendants"resided."Id."at"873.#

" Plaintiffs" further" state" this" cause" of" action" did" not" arise" in" Davidson" County"

because" the" election" took" place" across" the" State" of" Tennessee," and" the" votes"

purportedly" counted" incorrectly" were" cast" across" the" state." Furthermore," Plaintiffs"

contend" their" duties"extend" to" the"entire" state."Plaintiffs"do"not"dispute" they" reside" in"

Davidson" County" but" instead" argue" that" Tennessee" Code" Annotated" §" 20C4C101(a)"

applies"because"two"of"the"Defendants"reside"in"Williamson"County.""
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" However," even" if" Plaintiffs" do" reside" in" Davidson" County," if" some" of" the"

Defendants" reside" in" Davidson" County" and" Williamson" County," and" if" the" cause" of"

action" arose," as" the" Plaintiffs" suggest," in" every" county" of" Tennessee," it" seems" a"

reasonable" reading" of" the" statute" is" to" determine" that" venue" may" be" proper" in"

Williamson"County.""

" Accordingly," the" Court" does" not" find" Defendants’" arguments" convincing."

Construing"the"Complaint"liberally"in"favor"of"Plaintiffs"and"taking"all"allegations"as"true,"

the" Court" cannot" stay" or" dismiss" the" State" Court" Action" on" the" grounds" of" improper"

venue."

CONCLUSION"

" Based"on"the"standards"set"forth"in"Tennessee"law"and"this"Court’s"Findings"of"

Fact"and"Conclusions"of"Law,"the"Court"finds"Defendants’"Motion"to"Dismiss"is"not"wellC

taken."Plaintiffs"have"stated"a"claim"upon"which"relief"can"be"granted."Pursuant"to"the"

Tennessee"Declaratory"Judgments"Act,"the"Plaintiffs"have"a"real"interest"in"the"outcome"

of" the" State" Court" Action," and" a" justiciable" conflict" exists" between" Plaintiffs" and"

Defendants" in" the" State" Court" Action." Accordingly," Defendants’" Motion" to" Dismiss" is"

hereby"respectfully"DENIED.""

" IT#IS#SO#ORDERED,#ADJUDGED,#AND#DECREED.#

# ENTERED"this"_____"day"of"December,"2015."

"
"
" " " " " " "
" " " " " " ____________________________________"
" " " " " " Michael#W.#Binkley"
" " " " " " Circuit#Court#Judge,#Sitting#as#Chancellor#
# # # # # # Division#III"
# #
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